BIPOC LITERARY CLASSICS

JAMES BALDWIN

- Collected essays -- 814 B
- Go tell it on the mountain -- Y FICTION Baldwin
- If Beale Street could talk : a novel -- Y FICTION Baldwin

OCTAVIA E. BUTLER

- Kindred -- BOOKS ON CD Butler
- Parable of the sower -- SCIENCE FICTION Butler

W.E.B. Du Bois

- The Souls of Black Folk -- 973 D
- Writings -- 973 D

RALPH ELLISON

- Invisible man -- FICTION Ellison
- Juneteenth : a novel -- FICTION Ellison

LORRAINE HANSBERRY

- A raisin in the sun -- 812 H

ZORA NEALE HURSTON

- Their eyes were watching God -- FICTION Hurston

CLAUDE McKay

- Romance in Marseille -- FICTION McKay

TONI MORRISON

- Beloved -- Y FICTION Morrison
- The Bluest Eye -- FICTION Morrison
- Song of Solomon -- FICTION Morrison
ANN PETRY

- The street ; The narrows -- FICTION Petry

JEAN TOOMER

- Cane by Jean Toomer -- FICTION Toomer

ALICE WALKER

- The color purple by Alice Walker -- FICTION Walker
- In search of our mothers' gardens : womanist prose -- 818.5 W

RICHARD WRIGHT

- Black boy : a record of childhood and youth -- BIOGRAPHY Wright
- Native son by Richard Wright -- Y FICTION Wright